Menerva Implementation Process for AaaS (Analytics as a Service)

loop
[For each Business Question ]

Discovery of Business Objectives

Start

Identify Relevant
Business
Questions in
each Focus Area

Process
Business
Question

Assign a
priority value
to each
question

Add to Final
List of
Questions

Yes

Does this question
serve
the industry 's goal ?
Ignore this question
and move on to
the next question

Value Proposition # 1
Begin with the question in mind

Skip this
question and
take the next
question from
the prioritized
list

No

Take the first
1 or 2
questions

Randomly mining data for patterns without a goal in mind
may lead to just random insights that may not be
effective or actionable

No
Is a partial
answer to the
question
viable ?

No
Is the existing dataset able to
answer these questions ?

MENERVA IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS& METHODOLOGY
Implementation
MVP Estimate

Yes

Prepare an
estimate of an
end to end
implementation
plan

List out the effort ,
knowns ,
unknowns , tools ,
technologies and
design

Create an
implementation
plan that has no
technical R&D

Weekly sprints run from
Wednesday to
Wednesday so a client
review of the current
state of deliverables is
mid-week

Socialize the
plan to
implement and
esimate with the
client

No

A sprint that has a lot of
technical R&D derails
the deliverables. Given
this, we have created a
set of patterns that we
use and thus avoid
technical R&D during
implementation

Congrats !
We have
identified an MVP

A typical
implementation
takes 3 to 4 weeks

Value Proposition # 2- MVP Implementation
* Within 3-4 weeks
* FIXED upfront budget
* Clear cut expectation of exact MVP deliverables
* Guaranteed on -time deliverables
* Deployment to AWS or preferred cloud
Prior to implementation of the Minimum Viable Product
(MVP) solution , we have eliminated unknowns and R&D
related to implementation .
We are able to do this because we have PROVEN
development patterns for various
data implementation scenarios

Revise the plan and
esimate as necessary .
Sometimes the client will
readjust requirements
based on their budget

Implementation
go -ahead?
Yes

We ensure that the evolving solution
being built is scalable and can run in
an automated manner. Automation of
solutions from the get go ensure
fewer manual interventions leading
to fewer manual errors and
sustainable operations.

loop
[For each Weekly Sprint ]
Implement the
tasks in the
sprint

Tackle the
next sprint in the
implementation
plan

At the end of the sprint ,
review deliverables with
the client . Perform
minor course
corrections as needed

Create weekly
sprints and
implement

Is there any course correction
needed to tweak the existing
solution ?
Estimate the time and effort
to deliver the updated
functionality .

* Iterative approach with weekly milestones
* Weekly in -depth review of sprint deliverables
* Transparency of deliverables ' progress or state
* Client feedback sought and accommodated
During sprint implementation since expectations are set
upfront , seldom is there much course correction needed .

Deliverables and
documentation
handoff to the client
along with final
review findings

However , we understand things can change for the client
so will do our best to accommodate any significant
course changes that might impact effort and timeline

Assess if the MVP
results address the
core business question.

Are the results
satisfactory ?
No

Yes

Value Proposition # 3- MVP Implementation

Is this the
last sprint ?

No

MVP Assessment& Next Steps

Create an
implementation plan
for the MVP that is
an end to end
implementation

Value Proposition # 4- MVP Results Review
Yes

Yes

Proceed on to the
next question?

Congrats on a successful MVP!
Proceed on to the next question and
iteratively build on top of the existing
solution until all the questions are
addressed satisfactorily

Iteratively build on top
of the existing solution
until all the questions
are addressed
satisfactorily

* Quantitatively assess results ROI
* Assess if tweaks are necessary
* Decide to proceed with next question or not
* Iteratively build on the MVP to address new
questions
* Create a library of implementations that
address the questions in an ongoing and
automated manner

All questions are answered ?

No

END
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